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5. Career Development 5. Career Development 
skillsskills

some parts of this talk are borrowed from:some parts of this talk are borrowed from:

““Job Possibilities in astronomyJob Possibilities in astronomy””

StéphaneStéphane BlondinBlondin & Peter Shaver (ESO)& Peter Shaver (ESO)

and papers in the referencesand papers in the references
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Career development
skills

What’s the use of 
your PhD

Job hunting Pearls of wisdom

Should I continue
in research?

Interview

Efficiency
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What’s your PhD good for?What’s your PhD good for?

�� 3+ year work experience in research 3+ year work experience in research 
environmentenvironment

�� Certification of proficiency and autonomy in a Certification of proficiency and autonomy in a 
given field of sciencegiven field of science
–– Critical for life long learningCritical for life long learning

�� Certification of achievementCertification of achievement
–– Your PhD is a personal achievementYour PhD is a personal achievement

�� Use your PhD experience to decide if you want Use your PhD experience to decide if you want 
to stay in scienceto stay in science
–– Do you like the profession?Do you like the profession?
–– Do you like the life your supervisor/Do you like the life your supervisor/postdocspostdocs are are 
having?having?
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Will I stay in science?Will I stay in science?

�� You should be able to answer this question at the end of You should be able to answer this question at the end of 
your PhDyour PhD
–– Don’t decide in the middle of your PhD “depression”Don’t decide in the middle of your PhD “depression”
–– Nor just after your PhD defenseNor just after your PhD defense

�� Do you breath science?Do you breath science?
�� Do you sweat science?Do you sweat science?
�� Do you have specific talents important to be a scientist?Do you have specific talents important to be a scientist?
�� Do you enjoy the tension, collaboration, competition, Do you enjoy the tension, collaboration, competition, 

beauty, mobility?beauty, mobility?
�� Is your work respected? Was the jury impressed?Is your work respected? Was the jury impressed?
�� Are aware of the commitments of a career in science?Are aware of the commitments of a career in science?
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�� Do you fill that a career in science will Do you fill that a career in science will 
develop you as a person?develop you as a person?
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�� Do you fill confident aboutDo you fill confident about

–– you you 

–– your careeryour career

–– your choiceyour choice
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if (stay) if (stay) jobhuntjobhunt;;
else else jobhuntjobhunt;;

I will focus on scientific job hunting only – sorry!
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Job huntingJob hunting

�� Requires timeRequires time

�� Requires knowledge of the systemRequires knowledge of the system

�� Requires preparationRequires preparation

�� Requires a systematic approachRequires a systematic approach

�� Use you PhD skills to job huntUse you PhD skills to job hunt
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�� We will focus on postWe will focus on post--docsdocs

�� National systems change a lot from National systems change a lot from 
country to countrycountry to country

–– Understand how the system worksUnderstand how the system works

–– Beware of mythology… Beware of mythology… 
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Astronomy job market 2001Astronomy job market 2001
Gibson, B.K., astroGibson, B.K., astro--ph/0301061ph/0301061

�� PositionsPositions
–– No. of available PostNo. of available Post--Doctoral Fellowships ~ 300Doctoral Fellowships ~ 300
–– No. of astronomy/astrophysics Ph.D.’s awarded ~ 250 No. of astronomy/astrophysics Ph.D.’s awarded ~ 250 
(50% US)(50% US)

–– No. of permanent (US?) positions per year ~ 70No. of permanent (US?) positions per year ~ 70

�� Will you get a Will you get a postdocpostdoc??
–– ~3/4 of Ph.~3/4 of Ph.--D. graduates will end up in a postD. graduates will end up in a post--docdoc
–– ~100% including voluntary drop~100% including voluntary drop--outsouts

�� OverOver--production of Ph. production of Ph. D.’sD.’s to permanent to permanent 
positions in astronomy (US?) ~ 3 (?)positions in astronomy (US?) ~ 3 (?)

�� 60% of the positions have predefined area60% of the positions have predefined area
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Astronomy job market 2001Astronomy job market 2001

�� Recipe for success for Ph.D. (also applies to Recipe for success for Ph.D. (also applies to 
postpost--docs)docs)
–– Investigate past history of school/supervisorInvestigate past history of school/supervisor
–– Know what’s “Hot”Know what’s “Hot”
–– Get experience writing grants (and proposals)Get experience writing grants (and proposals)
–– Be sure to networkBe sure to network
–– Avoid excessive observing/schools/Avoid excessive observing/schools/confsconfs
–– Be wary of undertaking postBe wary of undertaking post--docs in very large teamsdocs in very large teams
–– Move institutes for your PhMove institutes for your Ph--D and PDF, and be D and PDF, and be 
prepared to emigrateprepared to emigrate

–– Be aware of the competition Be aware of the competition (most folks have ~10 
papers by the end of their first post-doc).

Gibson 2003Gibson 2003
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Job hunting: ESO surveyJob hunting: ESO survey

�� Q: How did you get to (do you plan to) hear Q: How did you get to (do you plan to) hear 
about your 1st postabout your 1st post--doc (ESO survey)?doc (ESO survey)?

From Blondin & Shaver 

Staff+Fellows+Students (51)

Other, 5.9%
Conferences, 7.9%

AAS, 23.5%

Friends/Colleagues, 
25.5%

Supervisor, 23.5%

Other www, 13.7%
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Staff only (16)

Other www, 0%

Supervisor, 43.75%

Friends/Colleagues, 
12.5%

AAS, 18.75%

Conferences, 12.5%

Other, 12.5%

Fellows only (23)

Other www, 13%

Supervisor, 17.4%

Friends/Colleagues, 
39.2%

AAS, 21.8%

Conferences, 4.4% Other, 4.4%

Students only (11)

Other www, 36.3%

Supervisor, 9.1%

Friends/Colleagues, 
27.3%

AAS, 27.3%

Conferences,Other 0%
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Job hunting: AAS job registerJob hunting: AAS job register

�� http://http://members.aas.org/JobReg/Jobregister.cfmmembers.aas.org/JobReg/Jobregister.cfm
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�� ~550 ads yr~550 ads yr--11

�� Peak period in Peak period in 
November(?)November(?)

�� Check alsoCheck also
�� http://www2.iap.fr/eas/http://www2.iap.fr/eas/

�� http://http://www.ras.org.uk/htmlwww.ras.org.uk/html
/ras_jobslist.html/ras_jobslist.html
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Job hunting: WWWJob hunting: WWW

�� Astronomical Societies:Astronomical Societies:
–– AmericamAmericam Astronomical Society (AAS): http://Astronomical Society (AAS): http://members.aas.org/JobReg/Jobregister.cfmmembers.aas.org/JobReg/Jobregister.cfm
–– European Astronomical Society (EAS): http://www2.iap.fr/eas/indeEuropean Astronomical Society (EAS): http://www2.iap.fr/eas/index.htmlx.html
–– Royal Astronomical Society (RAS): http://Royal Astronomical Society (RAS): http://www.ras.org.uk/html/ras_jobslist.htmlwww.ras.org.uk/html/ras_jobslist.html

�� Fellowship/Studentship Programmes:Fellowship/Studentship Programmes:
–– Chandra: http://cxc.harvard.edu/fellows/Chandra_fellow.2004.htmlChandra: http://cxc.harvard.edu/fellows/Chandra_fellow.2004.html
–– ESO: http://www.eso.org/genESO: http://www.eso.org/gen--fac/adm/pers/vacant/studentship2003.html and fac/adm/pers/vacant/studentship2003.html and 
–– http://www.eso.org/genhttp://www.eso.org/gen--fac/adm/pers/vacant/fellows2003fac/adm/pers/vacant/fellows2003--4.html4.html
–– MarieMarie--Curie: Curie: http://www.mariecurie.org/http://www.mariecurie.org/ http://ec.europa.eu/research/fp6/mariecuriehttp://ec.europa.eu/research/fp6/mariecurie--actions/action/action_en.htmlactions/action/action_en.html

–– PPARC: http://PPARC: http://www.pparc.ac.uk/Rs/Fs/Fw/Fellindex.aspwww.pparc.ac.uk/Rs/Fs/Fw/Fellindex.asp and and 
http://http://www.pparc.ac.uk/Pg/Stu/studentships.aspwww.pparc.ac.uk/Pg/Stu/studentships.asp

–– STSciSTSci: http://: http://www.stsci.edu/stsci/STScI_Fellow.htmlwww.stsci.edu/stsci/STScI_Fellow.html

�� Specific Institutes/Observatories/Specific Institutes/Observatories/OrganisationsOrganisations::
–– Cambridge University: http://Cambridge University: http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~sjs/postdocjobs.htmlwww.ast.cam.ac.uk/~sjs/postdocjobs.html
–– Centre National de Centre National de RechercheRecherche ScientifiqueScientifique (CNRS): http://(CNRS): http://www.sg.cnrs.fr/espaces/personnels.htmwww.sg.cnrs.fr/espaces/personnels.htm
–– European Southern Observatory (ESO): European Southern Observatory (ESO): http://www.eso.org/genhttp://www.eso.org/gen--fac/adm/pers/vacantfac/adm/pers/vacant//
–– European Space Agency (ESA): http://European Space Agency (ESA): http://www.esa.int/hr/vn.htmwww.esa.int/hr/vn.htm
–– Joint Astronomy Centre (JAC): http://Joint Astronomy Centre (JAC): http://www.jach.hawaii.edu/JAClocal/admin/jobswww.jach.hawaii.edu/JAClocal/admin/jobs//
–– Mount Mount StromloStromlo Observatory: http://Observatory: http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/astronomy/astroweb/astro_jobs.htmlwww.mso.anu.edu.au/astronomy/astroweb/astro_jobs.html
–– Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council (PPARC):  Particle Physics and Astronomy Research Council (PPARC):  

http://http://www.pparc.ac.uk/Ap/Rc/Vacnt/Vacancies.aspwww.pparc.ac.uk/Ap/Rc/Vacnt/Vacancies.asp
–– UK Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC): http://UK Astronomy Technology Centre (ATC): http://www.roe.ac.uk/atcwww.roe.ac.uk/atc//

�� Science Magazines:Science Magazines:
–– Nature: http://Nature: http://www.nature.com/naturejobswww.nature.com/naturejobs//
–– New Scientist: New Scientist: http://www.newscientistjobs.com/http://www.newscientistjobs.com/
–– http://http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.orgsciencecareers.sciencemag.org//

�� Astrophysics Jobs Rumor MillAstrophysics Jobs Rumor Mill http://www.hphttp://www.hp--h.com/b/astromill/?ph.com/b/astromill/?p=home=home
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� Selection process can be very slow…Selection process can be very slow…

�� Only contact the department if you have another Only contact the department if you have another 
job offer and want to make a decisionjob offer and want to make a decision

�� If you were not shortIf you were not short--listed answer with a polite listed answer with a polite 
letterletter

�� If you were short listedIf you were short listed
–– The committee considers you highly and is very The committee considers you highly and is very 
curious about youcurious about you

–– There is a very high probability of being selectedThere is a very high probability of being selected

–– If you are not selected you will learn a lotIf you are not selected you will learn a lot
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� Before You GoBefore You Go
–– Know as well as possible the department and how you can fit in Know as well as possible the department and how you can fit in 

itit
–– Try to have an idea of salaries etcTry to have an idea of salaries etc

�� What to expectWhat to expect
–– The interview is the critical part of the selection processThe interview is the critical part of the selection process
–– You should be reimbursed your travel expenses You should be reimbursed your travel expenses –– keep all keep all 

receiptsreceipts
–– Someone might meet you at the airport Someone might meet you at the airport –– don’t dress like a don’t dress like a 

vagabondvagabond
–– Arrive the day before Arrive the day before –– have some resthave some rest
–– Have your transparencies ready in 2 backups (hardcopy/memory Have your transparencies ready in 2 backups (hardcopy/memory 

stick)stick)
–– Dressing…Dressing…
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� During the interviewDuring the interview
–– May last a couple of hours, one or more daysMay last a couple of hours, one or more days
–– You will meet different people to different You will meet different people to different 
backgroundsbackgrounds
� Greet each person with a firm handshake and meet their 
eyes

�� Are you able to explain them your work with different levels Are you able to explain them your work with different levels 
of detail?of detail?

– What are your plans for future research?
– Where you expect to receive funding for them?

�� During the seminarDuring the seminar
–– The seminar is the critical part of the interviewThe seminar is the critical part of the interview
–– How are your presentation skills???How are your presentation skills???
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� During the seminarDuring the seminar

–– Have you practiced in front of people?Have you practiced in front of people?
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� Your place in the interviewYour place in the interview

–– You’re are selling your selfYou’re are selling your self

–– You’re also buying a positionYou’re also buying a position
�� How are the facilities? Ask for a laboratory tour.How are the facilities? Ask for a laboratory tour.

�� What are the problems?What are the problems?

�� What is the tenure percentage?What is the tenure percentage?

�� Meet young untenured faculty and graduate students.Meet young untenured faculty and graduate students.

�� What is the startWhat is the start--up package?up package?

–– If you are a postIf you are a post--doc ask for health/social insurance doc ask for health/social insurance 
etc.etc.
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� After the interviewAfter the interview

–– Think carefully for a couple of days if you want or not Think carefully for a couple of days if you want or not 
the jobthe job

–– Send a thanking letter Send a thanking letter –– if you don’t want the job if you don’t want the job 
inform them in the letterinform them in the letter

�� If you get rejectedIf you get rejected

–– It is normal to feel badIt is normal to feel bad

–– Think positively Think positively –– you made it to the first division!you made it to the first division!

–– Writing a letter thanking themWriting a letter thanking them
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Job interviewJob interview
LANDING AN ACADEMIC JOB: Jonathan A. Dantzig

�� If you get acceptedIf you get accepted
–– Never say immediately yesNever say immediately yes
–– Start by thankingStart by thanking
–– Check trough a checklist to have an exact idea of what are you Check trough a checklist to have an exact idea of what are you 

gettinggetting
–– How long will it take for a formal letter?How long will it take for a formal letter?

�� If you have several offersIf you have several offers
–– Inform themInform them
–– How much time do you have to decide?How much time do you have to decide?
–– Decide rationallyDecide rationally

�� include in the process your subjective impressioninclude in the process your subjective impression

�� Your partner needs employment?Your partner needs employment?
–– Ask if there is any support on this but don’t make it central foAsk if there is any support on this but don’t make it central for r 

your interviewyour interview
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EfficiencyEfficiency

�� Set your goals: short and long termSet your goals: short and long term

�� Set and prioritize activities for reaching themSet and prioritize activities for reaching them

�� Be action orientedBe action oriented

�� Work habitsWork habits
–– Office chatting Office chatting –– interruptioninterruption

–– email/www dependencyemail/www dependency

–– TravelTravel

–– Do administrative work when you are tiredDo administrative work when you are tired

–– Do research in your “prime time” Do research in your “prime time” 

�� Charges (includes teaching)Charges (includes teaching)
–– Do them wellDo them well

–– But never use more time than the one allotted to themBut never use more time than the one allotted to them
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EfficiencyEfficiency

�� Give grad students control and responsibilityGive grad students control and responsibility
�� Show respect for your students and administrationShow respect for your students and administration

–– listen more and talk lesslisten more and talk less

�� Stay fairly close to your area of expertiseStay fairly close to your area of expertise
–– but don’t continually repeat the same researchbut don’t continually repeat the same research
–– Before starting a new project ask, “Do I have the skills, time aBefore starting a new project ask, “Do I have the skills, time and nd 

energy to do a good job?”energy to do a good job?”

�� Before writing proposals do a cost/benefit analysisBefore writing proposals do a cost/benefit analysis
�� Handle stressHandle stress

–– EnvironmentEnvironment
–– Perception: catastrophe syndrome, perfectionismPerception: catastrophe syndrome, perfectionism
–– Relaxation techniquesRelaxation techniques

�� Discuss efficiency with your colleaguesDiscuss efficiency with your colleagues
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Pearls of wisdom: burnoutPearls of wisdom: burnout

�� Burnout cycle is a runaway processBurnout cycle is a runaway process
–– OverworkingOverworking
–– Loss in efficiencyLoss in efficiency
–– Loss in debitLoss in debit
–– Compensate by OverCompensate by Over--overworkingoverworking
–– Loss in efficiencyLoss in efficiency
–– Loss in debitLoss in debit
–– Compensate by OverCompensate by Over--overworkingoverworking
–– ……
–– Depression, burnoutDepression, burnout

�� Avoiding burnoutAvoiding burnout
–– Personal lifePersonal life
–– Learn to say NoLearn to say No
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Pearls of wisdom: collaboratorsPearls of wisdom: collaborators

�� Your today’s collaborators are your Your today’s collaborators are your 
tomorrows competitorstomorrows competitors

�� Your today’s competitors are your Your today’s competitors are your 
tomorrow collaboratorstomorrow collaborators

�� Respect them if you want to be respectedRespect them if you want to be respected

�� But be aware of unethical behaviorBut be aware of unethical behavior

–– protect yourselfprotect yourself

–– do not become a paranoiacdo not become a paranoiac
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Pearls of wisdom: papersPearls of wisdom: papers

�� Most papers from most astronomers are Most papers from most astronomers are 
not first author papersnot first author papers

�� Collaborate moreCollaborate more

�� Lead less but betterLead less but better
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How to improveHow to improve

� What do PhDs do? 
UK GRAD Programme®/Graduate Prospects
http://www.grad.ac.uk/cms/ShowPage/Home_page/Resources/What_Do_PhDs_Do_/
p!eXeccLa

� Landing in an academic job
by Jonathan A. Dantzig
http://quattro.me.uiuc.edu/~jon/ACAJOB/

� Enhancing the Postdoctoral Experience for Scientists and 
Engineers, 
National Academies Press
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/9831.html

�� A Ph.D. Is Not Enough: A Guide to Survival in Science, A Ph.D. Is Not Enough: A Guide to Survival in Science, 
by  Peter J. by  Peter J. FeibelmanFeibelman

�� Teaching Engineering Teaching Engineering 
by Phillip C. by Phillip C. WankatWankat & Frank S. & Frank S. OreoviczOreovicz, Purdue University, Purdue University
https://engineering.purdue.edu/ChE/News_and_Events/Publications/https://engineering.purdue.edu/ChE/News_and_Events/Publications/teaching_engineteaching_engine
ering/index.htmlering/index.html
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Thank you!Thank you!


